HYBRID TINTS FOR BOTH WATERBORNE BASECOATS

Cromax introduces a new umbrella product grouping, especially for special effect tints, called ChromaHybrid. Tints under this banner can be used with both Cromax Basecoat and Cromax Pro Basecoat.

SPECIAL EFFECT TINTS THAT MEET OEM TRENDS

These tints have been specifically developed to offer bodyshops the ability to meet the growing trend for special and exclusive OEM colours. And thanks to ChromaWeb, our comprehensive web-based colour retrieval and product management software package, the refinish formulas for these exclusive colours are already available.

Due to the limited consumption of this specialist products, ChromaHybrid tints will be supplied in 250ml cans, which only need a gentle shake before use.

OUR CHROMAHYBRID PRODUCTS

**CHROMAHYBRID WH1795 SHINING SILVER EFG**

ChromaHybrid WH1795 Shining Silver EFG achieves a wonderfully complex sparkle effect. Because it is colourless, it won’t impact the colour itself, it just adds the special sparkle that can only be achieved by glass flakes.

**CHROMAHYBRID WH1018 TURQUOISE PEARL**

ChromaHybrid Turquoise Pearl WH1018 uses an unusual mica-based, blue-green interference pearl that offers a brilliant, metallic, visual effect. It is a high-chroma effect tint that will help refinishers obtain a pure greenish-blue colour with a transparent flop.
ChromaHybrid Very Fine Blue Pearl WH1019 offers refinishers the ability to create very pure blue shades or those that require very fine sparkle. The mica flakes contained within this tint create a smooth appearance, providing excellent coverage and an unusual satin finish.

ChromaHybrid Spectral Silver WH1736 is a light diffractive colorant that generate the appearance of multiple, bright rainbow producing prisms, moving over a liquid silver color. It is a neutral colour, that can be used as a single colorant or in combination with other pigments, to create subtle and sophisticated colours.

**WHICH BASECOAT DO YOU USE?**

- [ ] REPAIR SYSTEMS USING CROMAX PRO BASECOAT
- [ ] REPAIR SYSTEMS USING CROMAX BASECOAT

http://www.axaltacoatingsystems.com/content/cromax_eu/en_GB/colours/colourtechnologies/chromahybrid.print.html